ABSTRACT. For a large class of operators A, not necessarily local, it is proved that the Cauchy problem of the SchrSdinger equation:
Also it is known [1] (see for details in [2] and [3] ). Every bounded operator on//2(4)(//) is defined on//I(A)(H1) and maps, in general, elements of//I(A)(//1) into //2(4)(//).
The following properties follow easily: (ii) If ] le2 # 0, then from equation (3.1) since B1 1 / 2 and II] < 2, we easily get that IIB1711V21[ <1. Hence the inverse of (I-BI.IV2) exists and it is bounded on H. Therefore g=(I-B1711V2)-lB1711e2, g#0 and g is uniquely defined.
There has been defined, in [3] The importance of such operators is due to the fact that if ] is k-invariant on the space//2, then the operator A 2 I-V2B1]I leaves invariant the space H and when restricted on it, has a bounded inverse (see [3] , Theorem 3.2). In accordance with the above definition a bounded operator A on H2(A)(HI(A))) is called 2- invariant iff its adjoint A* has the property: A*z {1, z, z2, ., zi}, where 1, z, 2, ., zi}, is the subspace of H2(A)(HI(A)) spanned by the elements 1,z, z2, .,zi.
For example the operator: The operators v,v* and B leave the space H invariant. The sazne holds for the operator (I-Bl(2-s2)V2), which restricted on H has a bounded inverse (see [3] , Theorem 3.2). Also BI( s2)e 2 h e H and the unique solution of (3.6) is given by: g (I BI(X s2)V2) lh. This shows that the solution predicted by the theorem is bounded for zl < 1. 13 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. wish to express my deep appreciation to Professor E.K. Ifantis, for his great help and supervision on the completion of this work.
